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p They came to Jesus,
In Galilee,
Seeking the Blind and in-

p They sought the Healer,
They brought their lame,
Mas-

firm, their afflict-
ed and maimed,
How kind his teachings, How
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I Come to Him (SSA)--1
gentle his voice,
and loss,
"Thou Son of Da-
ry
And in his word ev-

piu mosso
For They reached out to him in their

hum-
suffring and meek, grief,

trust- ing his pow'r, who

All they who mourn, who

mer-

ay rejoic-

us!"

sor-
row and
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come unsought him in faith, For they shall find them healed by his

peace, grace, I come to him like the blind and
tude, lame, Fed by his wisdom, Seeking his mercy to quiet my
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newed, pain,  

_for as he word, led by his

light, old,  

Know ing his law will lead me to my soul, I come as they

came, with faith in his name, I come to him.
him, (Alto: I come to him.) \( p \) I come as they

\textit{rit.} \hspace{1cm} \textit{meno mosso}

\[ \text{\textit{rit.} \hspace{1cm} \textit{meno mosso}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{a tempo}} \]

came, with faith in his name, I come to him.

\[ \text{\textit{a tempo}} \]

\[ \textit{a tempo} \]

\[ \textit{poco rit.} \]